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ABSTRACT
Using data from the SDSS-DR7, including structural measurements from 2D surface bright-
ness fits with GIM2D, we show how the fraction of quiescent galaxies depends on galaxy
stellar mass M˚, effective radius Re, fraction of r´band light in the bulge, B{T , and their
status as a central or satellite galaxy at 0.01 ă z ă 0.2. For central galaxies we confirm that
the quiescent fraction depends not only on stellar mass, but also on Re. The dependence is
particularly strong as a function ofM˚{Rαe , with α „ 1.5. This appears to be driven by a sim-
ple dependence on B{T over the mass range 9 ă logpM˚{M@q ă 11.5, and is qualitatively
similar even if galaxies with B{T ą 0.3 are excluded. For satellite galaxies, the quiescent
fraction is always larger than that of central galaxies, for any combination of M˚, Re and
B{T . The quenching efficiency is not constant, but reaches a maximum of „ 0.7 for galaxies
with 9 ă logpM˚{M@q ă 9.5 and Re ă 1 kpc. This is the same region of parameter space in
which the satellite fraction itself reaches its maximum value, suggesting that the transforma-
tion from an active central galaxy to a quiescent satellite is associated with a reduction in Re
due to an increase in dominance of a bulge component.
Key words: Galaxies: evolution, Galaxies: structure
1 INTRODUCTION
It is now well known that galaxies in the local Universe can gener-
ally be separated into two broad classifications: blue, star-forming,
disk galaxies and red, elliptical and lenticular galaxies with little
or no recent star formation (e.g. Strateva et al. 2001; Kauffmann
et al. 2003; Baldry et al. 2004; Balogh et al. 2004). The star for-
mation rate (SFR) of blue galaxies is well correlated with their
stellar mass (M˚), forming the “main sequence” or “star-forming
sequence” in the SFR-M˚ plane (Brinchmann et al. 2004; Salim
et al. 2007; Gilbank et al. 2010; McGee et al. 2011). Surveys show
that the star-forming sequence has persisted out to z “ 1 (Bell
et al. 2004; Willmer et al. 2006; Noeske et al. 2007) and possibly
z “ 2 and further (Brammer et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2009). Most
tellingly, the number density of red, passive galaxies has roughly
doubled since z “ 1, while the number of blue galaxies has re-
mained nearly constant (Bell et al. 2004; Faber et al. 2007; Brown
et al. 2007; Gonc¸alves et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2013). This moti-
vates the search for processes that cause blue, star-forming galaxies
to transition to red, non-star-forming ones. This transition has be-
come known as “quenching”.
It has also been established that the galaxy population varies
with environment, in the sense that low-density environments are
dominated by less massive, blue star-forming galaxies while denser
groups and clusters tend to host massive red elliptical and lentic-
ular galaxies (e.g. Oemler 1974; Davis & Geller 1976; Dressler
1980; Baldry et al. 2006; Pasquali et al. 2010). Interestingly, the
star-forming sequence itself appears to be largely independent of
environment, while the fraction of star-forming galaxies decreases
dramatically with increasing local density (e.g. Carter et al. 2001;
Balogh et al. 2004; Wolf et al. 2009; Poggianti et al. 2008; Peng
et al. 2010).
There is some evidence to show that galaxy properties depend
on the mass of their host, dark matter halo, with distinctly differ-
ent behaviour for the most massive galaxies in the halo (known as
centrals, since they are generally expected to lie near the centre of
the halo) and the smaller, satellite galaxies that orbit around them
(Hogg et al. 2003; Berlind et al. 2005; Pasquali et al. 2010). Some
(van den Bosch et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2012; Woo et al. 2013) sug-
gest that the correlations with environment are due to transforma-
tions that take place when a galaxy first becomes a satellite. This is
natural, as such galaxies are expected to experience diminished cos-
mological gas accretion (Balogh et al. 2000; Kawata & Mulchaey
2008), ram-pressure with the intrahalo gas (Gunn & Gott 1972;
Grebel et al. 2003), and a different type of interaction with neigh-
bouring galaxies (Moore et al. 1996, 1998) and the tidal field (Read
et al. 2006).
The fraction of quiescent galaxies clearly correlates with
galaxy stellar mass and this, combined with the apparent ease with
which stellar masses can be computed from photometric data, has
motivated modelers and observers to consider stellar mass as the
fundamental parameter that determines a galaxy’s properties (e.g.
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VAGC Yang Simard RA Dec z Re B/T M˚ SFR mr Central C Vmax
ID ID Rec. no. (J2000) (kpc) (1010M@) (M@{yr) (mag) flag (106Mpc3)
234667 1129345 432305 161.86430 13.889750 0.010 1.00 0.23 0.02 0.04 16.34 1 0.93 0.315
204290 958798 1095350 173.42712 50.449570 0.010 1.47 0.36 0.05 0.06 15.73 1 0.88 0.761
114459 431764 897676 151.88120 57.729069 0.010 1.83 0.01 0.006 0.04 16.95 1 0.89 0.098
256139 1219961 975660 178.49693 12.198710 0.010 1.87 0.17 0.08 0.15 15.08 1 0.86 1.875
Table 1. A sample of entries in our catalogue, available in the online version. These data are simply matched entries from the published catalogues of Blanton
et al. (2005), Brinchmann et al. (2004), Simard et al. (2011), and Yang et al. (2012). Columns 1-3 provide the ID for simple matching with Blanton et al. (2005),
Yang et al. (2012) and Simard et al. (2011), respectively. All catalogues were matched on RA, Dec and redshift (columns 4-6). Column 7 is the circularized
half-light radius from the Simard et al. (2011) bulge/disk decomposition model, with free index n for the bulge component; column 8 is the corresponding
fraction of light in the bulge. Columns 9 and 10 are the stellar mass and SFR from Brinchmann et al. (2004), and column 11 is the r-band petrosian magnitude
from the original SDSS catalogue. Column 12 is a flag that indicates whether (1) or not (2) a galaxy is the most luminous in its halo according to the Yang
et al. (2012) catalogue; galaxies with a flag of 1 are considered a “central” in our analysis. Finally, column 12 is the spatial completeness from Blanton et al.
(2005), and column 13 is the selection volume that we compute, based on the absolute magnitude andRe of the galaxy. Additional columns that may be useful,
including some that we make use of in the Appendix, are provided in the online table.
.
Peng et al. 2010; Woo et al. 2013). However, various authors (e.g.
Brinchmann et al. 2004; Kauffmann et al. 2006; Franx et al. 2008)
found that galaxy surface density is more predictive of the specific
SFR (sSFR) than stellar mass. Others have shown the correlation
is best with velocity dispersion, either as measured directly from
dynamics (e.g. Smith et al. 2009; Wake et al. 2012a,b), or inferred
from the virial relations between mass and size (Franx et al. 2008).
There are good indications that the trends are driven by conditions
in the centre of galaxies, either as inferred from Se´rsic indices de-
rived from single-profile fits to the surface brightness (Blanton et al.
2003b; Driver et al. 2006; Allen et al. 2006; Schiminovich et al.
2007; Bell 2008; D’Onofrio et al. 2011), central surface density
(e.g. Cheung et al. 2012; Fang et al. 2013), or presence of a cen-
tral bulge (Martig et al. 2009; Cappellari 2013). While it remains
controversial which of these characterisations is most fundamen-
tal, it seems clear that galaxy structure, and not just stellar mass, is
relevant (e.g. Poggianti et al. 2013).
If galaxy properties are primarily determined by some aspect
of their structure, rather than their stellar mass alone, it reopens
the question of how (or if) galaxies of a given structure depend
on their environment. The first purpose of this paper is to quantify
the quenching efficiency of satellite galaxies as a function of their
structure. This leads us to take a more general approach than some
of the studies listed above, and consider how the quiescent fraction
of central galaxies depends on galaxy stellar mass and radius in the
local Universe sampled by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS,
York et al. 2000).
All calculations use the ΛCDM cosmology consistent with the
nine year data release from the WMAP mission, with parameters h
= 0.693, ΩM “ 0.286, and ΩΛ “ 0.714 (Bennett et al. 2013).
2 THE DATA
2.1 The Sample
We draw our sample from the seventh data release of the SDSS.
The redshift range is limited to 0.01 ă z ă 0.2. We extract data
from catalogs made by Blanton et al. (2005), Brinchmann et al.
(2004), Simard et al. (2011), and Yang et al. (2012). All catalogs
were position matched to the closest galaxy within an arcsecond
and redshift matched to within 0.0005. The resulting sample size
after matching is 581 990, but this is reduced to 471 554 after mak-
ing the completeness cuts described in Section 2.3. This matched
catalogue, with all quantities relevant to reproduce the results in
this paper, is made available online; with sample entries shown in
Table 1. We use the DR7 group catalog from Yang et al. (2012),
which was generated by grouping galaxies with SDSS redshifts us-
ing the same friends-of-friends algorithm as their original DR4 cat-
alog (Yang et al. 2007). We define the most luminous galaxy in each
group to be the central galaxy and other members to be satellites;
however the changes to our results are insignificant if we define the
most massive galaxy to be the central. Isolated galaxies (those not
linked to any group) are also defined as centrals. Using this defini-
tion, we obtain 376 028 centrals and 95 526 satellites following the
cuts described in Section 2.3.
2.2 Galaxy Properties
We adopt the Petrosian r magnitudes, mr for all galaxies (Abaza-
jian et al. 2009), and calculate the absolute magnitudes from these
as
Mr “ mr ´DMpzq ´ k0.1pzq ` 1.62pz ´ 0.1q, (1)
where DMpzq is the distance modulus, 1.62pz ´ 0.1q is the evo-
lution term from Blanton et al. (2003c), and k0.1pzq is an approxi-
mation of the k-correction to z=0.1 (Yang et al. 2009; Blanton et al.
2003a; Blanton & Roweis 2007), given by
k0.1pzq “ 2.5log
ˆ
z ` 0.9
1.1
˙
. (2)
We convert these absolute magnitudes to luminosities using M@ “
4.64.
Measurements of stellar mass (M˚) and SFR are taken
from the online catalogue provided by Brinchmann et al.
(http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/). These measure-
ments are based on the procedure described by Brinchmann et al.
(2004), and assume a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function. The
SFR within the fiber is determined directly from the Hα and Hβ
line emission in star forming galaxies, and from the D4000 break
for galaxies with weak emission or evidence for AGN. Outside the
fiber, using a method similar to Salim et al. (2007), models of stel-
lar populations are fit to the observed photometry. The SFRs from
the fiber were added to the SFRs from the photometry fits to give an
estimate of the total. The uncertainty of these SFRs is estimated to
be around 0.2 dex for star forming galaxies, and 0.7 dex or more (in
fact, best treated as upper limits) for quiescent galaxies (Woo et al.
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2013). Stellar masses are measured with a spectral energy distribu-
tion fitting method similar to the one used by Salim et al. (2007) to
measure SFR.
The effective radii Re we use are the r-band circular half-
light radii from Simard et al. (2011). The parameters are derived
using the GIM2D software (Simard et al. 2002) to fit the surface
brightness profiles with parametric models. These fits were per-
formed simultaneously on g and r images, using a simple disk or
bulge ` disk model, with particular care given to subtraction of
the background, which can be a large source of systematic uncer-
tainty. Three model fits are provided: an nb “ 4 (de Vaucouleurs)
bulge` disk decomposition, a free nb bulge` disk decomposition,
and a single-component Se´rsic model. We take our parameters from
the free nb bulge ` disk decomposition, except where otherwise
noted1, and we justify this decision in Appendix A.
In this paper, we will consider correlations with galaxy stellar
mass, “inferred velocity dispersion”2 M˚/Re, and surface density3
M˚/R2e. In Appendix B we present several figures which illustrate
how the sample is distributed amongst these parameters. While not
directly related to the results in the rest of the paper, they can be
helpful for interpreting some of the trends we discuss.
2.3 Completeness Corrections
2.3.1 Magnitude Limit
The SDSS Legacy survey targets objects with mr ă 17.77, which
means the stellar mass limit of the sample is redshift dependent.
First, we calculate a conservative absolute magnitude limit,
Mr,lim “ 17.77´DMpzq´k0.1pzq`1.62pz´0.1q´0.1, (3)
where the extra ´0.1 factor is brought in to account for the scat-
ter in k-correction (Yang et al. 2009). The few galaxies with Mr
fainter than this limit are removed from the sample. For the re-
maining galaxies, we calculate the maximum redshift for which the
galaxy would be brighter than mr “ 17.77, and calculate the cor-
responding selection volume, Vmax, as
Vmax “ 0.1947ˆ 4
3
pi
dCpzq3 ´ dCpz “ 0.01q3
p1` zq3 , (4)
where the factor 0.1947 represents the fraction of sky covered by
the SDSS (Simard et al. 2011), and dC is the comoving distance.
2.3.2 Angular Resolution
Figure 1 shows the distribution of Re as a function of redshift for
all galaxies in our initial sample. The apparent correlation is driven
primarily by the fact that the limited spatial resolution of the SDSS
means that physically small galaxies will appear as point sources
and will not be selected for spectroscopy in the main galaxy sample
(Strauss et al. 2002). The average angular resolution of SDSS is „
1.22 (Shin et al. 2008), but we take a conservative minimum of 1.52
for this calculation. The actual galaxy selection criteria are more
complicated than this (Scranton et al. 2002; Taylor et al. 2010), but
our conservative approach admits a simpler analysis. The red line
in Figure 1 shows the value of Re corresponding to an angular size
1 Specifically, when we consider properties of the bulge component we use
the models with nb “ 4.
2 The stellar velocity dispersion is assumed to be related to M˚ and Re
through the virial relation σ2 9 GM˚{Re
3 Surface density is actually M˚/piR2e , but we omit pi for simplicity.
	  
Figure 1. The effective radii of galaxies in our initial SDSS sample are
shown as a function of their redshift. Instead of showing individual points,
we use logarithmically-spaced contours to represent the density of points
in this space. The red line indicates the radius corresponding to an angular
size of 1.52 as a function of redshift. Galaxies below this limit are removed
from the sample to define a clean selection limit.
of 1.52, as a function of redshift. To make a well-defined sample,
we exclude galaxies below this line from the rest of the analysis.
The selection volume of the remaining galaxies may be limited by
the distance at which they would drop below this line, rather than
by their luminosity. Specifically, for each galaxy we calculate the
redshift at which the angular size of its effective radius is 1.5”, and
calculate the corresponding volume correction from Equation 4.
2.3.3 Weights
The selection volume of each galaxy is taken to be the smaller of
the two volumes described above. In addition, we weight galaxies
by the spatially-dependent spectroscopic completeness factor, C,
available from the NYU-VAGC (Blanton et al. 2005). Thus, each
galaxy in our sample is given a weight of
wi “ 1
VmaxC
, (5)
which represents the number of such galaxies per unit volume in a
complete sample.
2.4 Separating Active and Quiescent Galaxies
We base our separation of star-forming (active) and non-star-
forming (quiescent) galaxies on the sSFR of each galaxy. Figure 2
shows the correlation of sSFR and stellar mass, where the contours
indicate the weighted density of the population. The main sequence
of star-forming galaxies is readily apparent, and clearly separated
from the rest of the galaxy population (recall that SFR is not accu-
rately measured at low values, where it is best treated as an upper
limit). This bimodality motivates dividing the population into two
and, since the main sequence shows a small mass-dependence, our
division must also be mass dependent. We divide the population at
sSFRopM˚q, where
log psSFRoq “ ´0.24 log pM˚{M@q ´ 8.50. (6)
Any galaxy with sSFR ă sSFRo is considered quiescent. This di-
vision is shown on Figure 2 as the red line.
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Figure 2. The sSFR is shown as a function of stellar mass, with contours
representing the weighted number density of points in this plane. The red
line represents our division into quiescent and active galaxies.
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Figure 3. Contours show the raw (unweighted) number density of central
galaxies as a function of stellar mass M˚ and effective radii Re, for active
(top) and quiescent (bottom) galaxies. Contours are logarithmically spaced
with 1.5 contours per dex. The dashed lines represent surface densities of
108, 109, and 1010 M@/kpc2 from left to right, while the dotted lines rep-
resent inferred velocity dispersions of 109, 1010, and 1011 M@/kpc, for
reference.
2.5 Stellar Mass and Effective Radius Distribution
We now present the distribution of the quiescent and active galaxy
populations as a function of both their stellar mass and effective
radius. Figure 3 shows the raw distribution of active and quies-
cent central galaxies in this plane, where the contours indicate the
number of galaxies in the sample. There is a well-defined correla-
tion between these quantities, with a slope that is clearly steeper
for quiescent galaxies than it is for star–forming galaxies. For ref-
erence, we show lines of constant surface mass density (M˚{R2e ,
dashed lines) and constant inferred velocity dispersion (M˚{Re,
dotted lines).
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Figure 4. As Figure 3, but where the contours represent the weighted den-
sity; equivalently, the physical volume density of central galaxies. Contours
are again logarithmically spaced, with 1.5 contours per dex.
Figure 3 is useful to see where the data actually lie. How-
ever, because the galaxy selection is biased against low-luminosity
and low-Re galaxies at higher redshift, the physical distribution
is obtained by weighting the galaxies as given in Equation 5: this
weighted distribution is shown in Figure 4. This naturally has a
large effect on the distribution. It is still evident that the M˚ ´ Re
relation is fundamentally different for the active and quiescent pop-
ulations, as is well-known (e.g. Kormendy 1985; Poggianti et al.
2013). Star–forming galaxies show a scaling which is approxi-
mately M˚ 9 R2e (dashed lines), representing constant surface
mass density. The massive, quiescent galaxies show a consider-
ably steeper relation, that lies somewhere between lines of constant
mass density and constant inferred velocity dispersion (the latter
indicated by dotted lines). At lower masses, M˚ ă 1010M@ or so,
the volume density of central, quiescent galaxies drops off rapidly,
in agreement with Geha et al. (2012). Moreover at these masses the
correlation becomes flatter, with Re nearly independent of mass.
We show the same distributions for satellite galaxies, in Fig-
ure 5. Interestingly, the population of active satellite galaxies shows
a very similar correlation betweenM˚ andRe to the one that is ob-
served for central galaxies. However, the distribution of quiescent
galaxies is markedly different. In particular, the relative number
of low-mass (M˚ ă 109.5Md), quiescent galaxies is larger for
satellite galaxies, compared with centrals; this is most easily seen
as a steeper stellar mass function for quiescent satellites (see Fig-
ure B2). These low-mass galaxies do not follow the tight correlation
between M˚ and Re exhibited by more massive galaxies, but have
approximately uniform sizes of Re „ 1 kpc.
The minimum observable effective radius in the data is
Rmin “ 0.3 kpc, corresponding to 1.52 at the lowest redshift of
our sample, z “ 0.01. Figure 4 shows that the distribution of both
populations approaches this limit. In particular, our sample of star-
forming galaxies may be incomplete for M˚ ă 108M@, where
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Figure 7. The quiescent fraction of galaxies in our sample is shown as a function of stellar mass (left), inferred velocity dispersion (middle), and surface
density (right). Central galaxies are shown as black circles, while satellites are represented by red triangles. Error bars represent the 1σ statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 8. The quenching efficiencies (Equation 7) of galaxies as a function of stellar mass (left), inferred velocity dispersion (middle), and surface density
(right). Results for all galaxies are shown as black circles, and results for galaxies with M˚ ą 10 are shown as blue triangles.
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Figure 5. As Figure 4, but for satellite galaxies.
the size distribution indicates that a substantial fraction of galax-
ies likely lie below our resolution limit. The quiescent galaxies ap-
pear to reach a minimum radius of „ 0.5 kpc, for galaxies with
masses M˚ ă 1010M@. This is, perhaps, uncomfortably close
to the selection limit of Rmin “ 0.3 kpc. However, this distribu-
tion is in agreement with results shown by Kormendy et al. (2009),
using higher resolution data. They demonstrate (see their Fig. 38)
that the lower surface brightness distribution of spheroidal galax-
ies indeed reaches a minimum of „ 0.4 kpc. Their data do in-
dicate that the high surface-brightness, elliptical galaxy sequence
may extend to smaller radii; extrapolating the relation we observe
in Figure 4 shows this limit would be reached for galaxies with
M˚ ă 109M@. However, the mass function of these elliptical
galaxies peaks well above this point. An HST study of the Coma
Cluster by Hoyos et al. (2011) also demonstrates that there are few,
if any, galaxies with Re ă Rmin. Thus, formally we expect our
sample is only fully complete for M˚ ą 109M@, although signifi-
cant incompleteness is unlikely to be an issue for up to an order of
magnitude below that limit.
Figure 6 shows the fraction of all galaxies that are satellites,
as a function ofM˚ andRe. Satellites show a different distribution
in both mass and radius than central galaxies; they are generally
smaller and less massive. Their relative abundance peaks at „ 50
per cent, around M˚ “ 109.2M@ and Re “ 1 kpc. In this figure, and
similar figures that follow, we indicate the region where the galaxy
density exceeds 100 per bin by the white, solid contours. Within
this region, uncertainties on all fractions should be significantly less
than the spacing between contour levels representing the quantity
of interest. The dashed line shows a lower density of 20 per bin; re-
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Figure 6. The satellite fraction as a function of stellar mass M˚ and effec-
tive radii Re. Differences between coloured contour levels are statistically
significant within the solid white contours, which indicate the region where
the number density of galaxies contributing to the calculation is greater than
100 per bin. The dashed, white contours indicate a lower number density of
20 per bin; correlations outside this region are of low statistical significance.
gions outside the dashed line are of low statistical significance. We
confirm that the mass-dependence of the satellite fraction is in good
agreement with that given by Wetzel et al. (2013), as expected since
we are using the same sample and definition. It is clear by compar-
ing with Figures 4 and 5 that this maximum in satellite fraction is
due to the population of high-surface brightness, quiescent galaxies
that is largely absent among central galaxies.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Quenching and Quenching Efficiency
We start by showing the fraction of central and satellite galax-
ies that are quiescent, as functions of stellar mass, inferred ve-
locity dispersion, and surface density, in Figure 7. The 1σ un-
certainties displayed are calculated assuming the relative uncer-
tainty of the weighted fraction is the same as that calculated on
the unweighted distribution determined from the beta distribution
of Cameron (2011). As previously shown by others (e.g. Kauff-
mann et al. 2006; Cheung et al. 2012; Wake et al. 2012a,b), we find
that the quiescent fraction increases less sharply with stellar mass
than with either inferred velocity dispersion or surface density. To
quantify this, we note that the quenched fraction of central galaxies
increases from 0.2 to 0.8 over 1.4 dex in M˚, compared with only
„ 0.7 dex in the other two quantities.
The red points in Figure 7 show that the quiescent fraction of
satellite galaxies is always larger than it is for centrals of the same
stellar mass, surface density, or inferred velocity dispersion. In gen-
eral, the quiescent fraction of satellites has both a higher normaliza-
tion and is a weaker function of these variables than it is for central
galaxies. Thus means the difference between the satellite and cen-
tral populations tends to decrease as these measures increase.
Baldry et al. (2006), Peng et al. (2010) and others have shown
that the trend of increasing quiescent fraction with increasing local
density is largely independent of stellar mass. It is also fundamen-
tal in the hierarchical CDM model that satellite galaxies were once
centrals in their own halo. These motivate us, following van den
Bosch et al. (2008) and Peng et al. (2010), to consider the effi-
ciency with which star formation is quenched in galaxies following
their transformation from central to satellite. Physically, this is the
fraction of satellites that were active when they became satellites
and were subsequently quenched by the satellite-exclusive process
(van den Bosch et al. 2008). Operationally, if we assume that the
progenitors of the satellite population are identical to the local pop-
ulation of central galaxies, and if the associated quenching process
does not significantly change the stellar mass of the galaxy, then we
can measure this efficiency from the quiescent fraction of satellite
(QFsat) and central (QFcent) galaxies as
QE “ QFsat ´QFcent
1´QFcent . (7)
This quantity is presented in Figure 8, as a function of all three pa-
rameters under consideration here. In all three cases, this efficiency
is approximately constant at „ 0.4, at least above some threshold
value. This reflects the fact that high stellar mass (or high surface
density, etc.) galaxies are more likely to be quiescent as a result
of their “intrinsic” properties, regardless of whether or not they are
satellites. The relatively small difference in quenched fraction be-
tween satellites and centrals at these high values is thus still indica-
tive of a highly efficient process.
We note that galaxy samples that are stellar mass limited, in-
cluding our own, may not be complete in M˚{Re or M˚{R2e , as
is apparent from Figures 4 and 5. A selection limit in Re further
complicates this, and the level of completeness depends on how
the mass-size relation extrapolates to arbitrarily low masses. Our
sample is limited to M˚ Á 107.5Md and, assuming there is not a
large population of galaxies with sizes below our resolution limit
of „ 0.3 kpc, Figure 4 shows that we are also likely complete for
M˚{Re ą 108Md{kpc. However, as the M˚ ´ Re relation for
star–forming galaxies is approximately parallel to lines of constant
M˚{R2e , this quantity is potentially incomplete for all values. We
show the effect of imposing a higher stellar mass limit by com-
paring, as blue triangles on 8, the results for a sample restricted to
M˚ ą 1010M@. This significantly changes the shape of the depen-
dence on structural variables, with QE only remaining unchanged
at the highest values ofM˚{Re. This highlights the difficulty in in-
terpreting 1D projections such as those shown in Figure 7, and this
partially motivates a more general approach.
While physically motivated, the combinations of M˚{Re and
M˚{R2e are somewhat arbitrary, and we now consider the quiescent
fraction in a more general way, as a function of logpM˚{M@q and
logpReq independently. Figure 9 shows contours of constant qui-
escent fraction in this plane. For central galaxies, we observe the
remarkable fact that the contour lines are closely spaced and nearly
linear in this space, following an approximate relationM˚ 9R1.5e ,
shown by the dashed line. It is quite evident from this represen-
tation that, at least for masses M˚ À 1010.5M@, the quiescent
fraction does not depend on stellar mass alone.
The right panel of Figure 9 shows the quiescent fraction of
satellite galaxies. Here the contours show more structure and are
generally flatter; the quiescent fraction depends almost entirely on
Re at 8.5 ă logpM˚{M@q ă 9.5 and increasingly more on mass
at higher stellar masses. To quantitatively compare these two popu-
lations, we show the difference in quenched fraction between satel-
lites and centrals in Figure 10. At almost all locations within this
plane the difference is positive, indicating that satellites are more
likely to be quenched than central galaxies of the same mass and
size. The difference ranges from 0 to„ 0.5, with a broad maximum
near M˚ “ 109.2 M@ and Re ă 2 kpc.
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Figure 9. The central (left) and satellite (right) galaxy quiescent fraction as a function of stellar mass M˚ and effective radius Re. Contours are spaced every
0.1 in quiescent fraction. The dashed line indicates constant M˚/R1.5e . Solid and dashed, white contours indicate the region where the number density of
galaxies contributing to the calculation is greater than 100 per bin, and 20 per bin, respectively. This representation demonstrates that the quiescent fraction
does not depend only on stellar mass, but also on galaxy structure.
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Figure 10. The quenched fraction difference as a function of stellar mass
M˚ and effective radius Re.
To isolate the influence of environment from internal mecha-
nisms, we now consider the quenching efficiency as a function of
M˚ and Re, in Figure 11. The contours here show quite a sim-
ple structure, with a localized peak at M˚ “ 109.4 M@ and Re “
1 kpc. It is remarkable that this peak in efficiency is in the same
location as the peak in satellite fraction, shown in Figure 6. This
does not appear to be a trivial coincidence; we examine it further in
Section 4.3.
For most central galaxies (with 9 ă logpM˚{M@q ă 11),
the shape of the quiescent fraction contours in Figure 9 indicate
that M˚/R1.5e should be a more discerning parameter than either
inferred velocity dispersion or surface density. To show this ex-
plicitly, we plot the quiescent fraction as a function of M˚/R1.5e in
Figure 12. This should be compared directly with analogous plots
as a function ofM˚,M˚{Re andM˚{R2e from Figure 7. The frac-
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Figure 11. The quenching efficiency as a function of stellar mass M˚ and
effective radius Re. The lowest contour includes everything below -0.1.
tion of quenched central galaxies increases very steeply, from 0.2
to 0.8 over a range of only „ 0.5 dex in M˚/R1.5e ; recall that the
same increase occurs over „ 0.7 dex as a function of surface den-
sity and inferred velocity dispersion. This intermediate dependence
has appeared in the work of other authors that have considered re-
lated properties of galaxies (e.g. Franx et al. 2008; Cappellari et al.
2013; Barro et al. 2013).
Figure 12 also shows that the quenched fraction of satellite
galaxies increases gradually as a function of M˚/R1.5e ; it does not
show the sharp threshold that is observed for central galaxies. The
corresponding quenching efficiency as a function of M˚/R1.5e is
shown in Figure 13. This also shows the same qualitative behaviour
as it does as a function of the other quantities (c.f. Figure 8), re-
maining relatively constant at „ 0.4, above a certain threshold in
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Figure 13. The quenching efficiency as a function of M˚/R1.5e . All galaxies
are shown as black circles, while the subsample restricted to galaxies with
M˚ ą 10 are shown as blue triangles.
each parameter. This reflects the fact that no one-dimensional quan-
tity captures the complex dependence seen in Figure 11.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Quiescent Central Galaxies
Comparing the two panels of Figure 4, it is evident that the ob-
served trends in quiescent fraction are driven by the fact that the
M˚–Re relation is different for star-forming and quiescent galax-
ies. In fact, the central quiescent population shows two well-known
sequences itself: a high-surface brightness population commonly
identified with elliptical galaxies, and a lower-surface brightness
population of “spheroidal galaxies” that is much more prominent
among satellite galaxies. The lack of evolution in the star–forming
mass function, and corresponding growth in the quiescent galaxy
mass function, makes it inevitable that galaxies must be migrating
from the active population into the quiescent. How, then, do these
different structural relationships arise? There are two general pos-
sibilities, that we will explore in turn.
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Figure 14. The specific SFR of active, central galaxies are shown as
coloured contours, as a function of M˚ and Re. For M˚ ă 1011M@,
the sSFR shows a dependence on both M˚ and Re, which is qualitatively
similar to that of the quiescent fraction shown in Figure 9.
4.1.1 Hypothesis 1: Quenching probability depends on galaxy
structure
First, we can consider that star-forming galaxies populate the M˚–
Re plane as shown in the top panel of Figure 4, and that the proba-
bility of quenching is given by a function that is similar to4 the con-
tour shapes of Figure 9; in other words, it increases steadily with
increasing „ M˚{R1.5e . If this is the case, we might hope to find
some other property of the star–forming population that depends
on this quantity.
For example, if the quenching process is a gradual one, we
might see that amongst active galaxies, sSFR shows a similar de-
pendence on M˚ and Re as the quiescent fraction of the whole
sample. This relation is shown as contours in Figure 14 and, indeed,
the trends are qualitatively similar to the trends in quiescent frac-
tion. Specifically, for M˚ ą 1011M@ or so the contours are verti-
cal, indicating the sSFR depends only on stellar mass, and is in fact
quite low, representing a doubling time greater than a Hubble time.
For lower masses, however, the contours show a strong and non-
trivial dependence on Re. For example, at fixed M˚ „ 109.5M@,
the sSFR varies with Re by a factor „ 3, actually reaching a max-
imum for Re „ 3kpc. This behaviour does not exactly match that
of the quiescent fraction, but it is qualitatively consistent with what
would be expected if high surface mass density galaxies are more
likely to be quenched, over a finite timescale.
4.1.2 Hypothesis 2: Structural changes associated with
quenching
An alternative interpretation of the contours in Figure 9 is that the
quenching process occurs at a rate that depends only on M˚, but is
accompanied by a change in structure. This could occur if the disk
component fades (e.g. Weinmann et al. 2009), or is destroyed, or if
the central density increases due to tidal torques inducing a central
starburst, for example. To roughly quantify this, we investigated a
4 If theM˚–Re distribution of active galaxies evolves with time (e.g. Tru-
jillo et al. 2006; Bruce et al. 2012), the relevant quenching probability will
not be identical to the quiescent fraction observed today. Qualitatively, how-
ever, the scenario we describe still applies.
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Figure 15. We show predictions of the quiescent fraction as a function of stellar mass M˚ and effective radius Re for three simple toy models, in which active
galaxies taken from the distribution in the top panel of Figure 4 are converted to quiescent galaxies, with a mass-dependent efficiency given by Equation 8. In
the left panel, we assume that the quenching process results in no change inRe; thus, the contours are vertical as expected. In the middle panel, we assume that
logpReq decreases by 0.25 when galaxies are quenched. This provides a better match to the data in the left panel of Figure 9, but the predicted contours are
too flat, and too widely spaced. In the right panel, therefore, we show a model in which the amount by which Re decreases is mildly mass-dependent (smaller
at higher masses; see text for details). This provides a reasonable, qualitative match to the data.
simple model in which some mass-dependent quenching process
causes a galaxy’s radius, but not mass, to decrease. We attempted
to recreate the observed central quiescent fraction (Figure 9. left)
by arbitrarily quenching galaxies in the existing active central pop-
ulation, at a rate given by the mass-quenching efficiency of Peng
et al. (2010),
QEM “ 1´ expp´pM˚{p1qp2q (8)
with the parameters p1 “ 1010.88M@ and p2 “ 0.65 adjusted
to provide a good fit to our data, which are based on a different
definition of “quiescent”.
To give a reference point, we first show the naive prediction
that would result if quenching did not affect Re, in the left panel
of Figure 15. This recovers the expected result that the quiescent
fraction does not depend on radius. We then reduced the radius of
all quenched galaxies by 0.25 dex, and the result is shown in the
middle panel. This does a reasonable job of qualitatively reproduc-
ing the data, but the contours are spaced too far apart, and are too
flat at low masses, compared with the data in Figure 9. In fact,
the simplest interpretation of the quiescent fraction variation is that
galaxies increase their stellar mass, as well as decrease Re, upon
quenching. This is qualitatively consistent with the merging pro-
cess, which likely plays a role especially at high masses (Cappellari
2013). If, however, we retain the hypothesis that M˚ is unchanged,
then we are driven to a model in which the decrease in Re is mass-
dependent. Such a model is shown in the right panel of Figure 15,
where we find reasonable qualitative agreement with the observa-
tions when logpReq is reduced by the discontinuous function
∆ log pReq “
$’&’%
0.25 if log pM˚{M@q ă 9
1.25´ 0.1 logpM˚{M@q if 9 ă logpM˚{M@q ă 11
0.1 if logpM˚{M@q ą 11,
for Re measured in units of kpc.
This analysis simply illustrates that, if central galaxies are
quenched at a rate that depends only on their stellar mass, this pro-
cess must result in a reduction of Re by about a factor „ 2, and
perhaps a bit less for more massive galaxies. It will be interesting
to explore if more physical models, like those of Weinmann et al.
(2009) based on disk-fading, for example, are consistent with these
quantities.
4.2 The role of the bulge
The fact that the fraction of quiescent central galaxies depends
strongly on surface density or inferred velocity dispersion makes it
tempting to associate a quenching process with these very physical
characteristics of the galaxy mass distribution. However, Figure 9
shows that these choices are simply projections of the more gen-
eral dependence on M˚ and Re, and that the best one-dimensional
description of quiescent fraction based on these global quantities is
actually M˚{R1.5e . It is unclear from this analysis alone whether
this quantity has physical significance, or if it is a secondary out-
come of a dependence on something more fundamental, such as
central velocity dispersion or the presence, or mass, of a central
bulge. This has been suggested by others (e.g. Martig et al. 2009;
Fang et al. 2013; Cappellari 2013), and could be a natural scenario
if a central, supermassive black hole is responsible for the quench-
ing, given the observed correlation between black hole masses and
bulge properties (e.g. Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000;
Ferrarese & Merritt 2000) The fact that the massive, quenched pop-
ulation is dominated by “elliptical” galaxies that likely formed at
z ą 2 may also be good reason to consider the quenching associ-
ated with bulge-dominated galaxies to differ from that which leads
to the buildup of the lower mass, “spheroidal” population.
The GIM2D fits to the surface brightness distributions pro-
vide information on the bulge mass, size and ellipticity; naturally
these results are more sensitive to the models (and limitations of the
data), than what we have considered so far. For this analysis, the
bulge component is identified from the two-component Gim2D fits
to the r´band images, with the Sersic index fixed at n “ 4. This
is necessary because a free Sersic index results in many “bulges”
with low-n, and it is not clear how best to treat them in this simple
scenario.
We are first interested in how the quiescent fraction depends
on three parameters: M˚, Re and the fraction of r´band luminos-
ity contained in the bulge component, B{T . We show this as con-
tours of constant quiescent fraction as a function of M˚ and B{T
in Figure 16, and as a function of B{T and Re in Figure 17. These
figures seem to indicate that the quiescent fraction is determined
primarily from M˚ and B{T in a largely separable way. There are
two thresholds in stellar mass. For galaxies with M˚ ă 109M@,
all galaxies are forming stars, regardless of theirB{T , while for the
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Figure 16. Contours show the quiescent fraction of central galaxies, as a
function of stellar mass and bulge fraction. This suggests two clear thresh-
olds in stellar mass. For M˚ ă 109M@ almost all galaxies are forming
stars, whether a bulge is present or not; conversely, for M˚ ą 1011 al-
most all galaxies are quiescent. Between these masses, however, the frac-
tion of quiescent galaxies appears to correlate with B/T in a way that is only
weakly–dependent on mass.
most massive galaxies (M˚ ą 1011.5M@), almost no galaxies are
forming stars. But between these limits, the quiescent fraction de-
pends mostly on B{T , varying from 0 to 0.8 as B/T varies from 0
to only 0.3. Figure 17 shows similar behaviour when Re is consid-
ered as a variable, with quiescent fraction depending only on B{T
over the range 0.6 ă Re ă 10 range that encompasses the great
majority of galaxies in our sample.
It is apparent that galaxies in this sample with a substantial
bulge, B{T ą 0.3 or so, are almost all quiescent. This necessar-
ily includes most of the high mass-density galaxies that we iden-
tify with “ellipticals” following Kormendy & Bender (2012), and
which dominate the M˚ ´Re distribution of quiescent galaxies in
Figure 4. It is interesting to consider any remaining trends in quies-
cent fraction if these galaxies are removed, and we show the result
in Figure 18. This is the equivalent of the left panel of Figure 9, re-
stricted to disk-dominated galaxies, and we observe the same strong
dependence on M˚{R1.5e . Thus we interpret the trend as due, not
to the varying mix of bulge-dominated and disk-dominated galax-
ies withM˚ andRe, but as a result of the simple correlation shown
in Figure 16 between quiescent fraction and bulge fraction amongst
galaxies with both components. It may be this correlation that is re-
sponsible for the more complex dependence on M˚{R1.5e ; in any
case it reinforces the fact that is not correct to assume galaxy mass
is the driving parameter (e.g. Peng et al. 2010). If the bulge itself
does play a role, it will be of interest to investigate these correla-
tions more carefully, with an accurate determination of the bulge
mass and structure (e.g. Mendel et al. 2013).
4.3 Satellite Quenching
Figure 6 showed that satellite galaxies are distributed differently
in M˚ and Re than central galaxies, and in Figure 19 we show
the well-known result that this difference in structure also extends
to bulge fraction. Interestingly, the low mass galaxies that domi-
nate the satellite population are more likely to have intermediate
bulge fractions, 0.3 ă B{T ă 0.7. Amongst central galaxies, such
bulge-dominated galaxies are almost all quiescent. Thus it is in-
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Figure 17. Contours show the quiescent fraction of central galaxies, as a
function of bulge fraction and Re. Interestingly this shows that Re plays
little role in establishing the quiescent fraction, independently from B/T.
The fraction of star forming galaxies decreases remarkably sharply, from
ą 90 per cent for pure disk galaxies to ă 20 per cent for galaxies with as
little as 40 per cent of their light in a bulge component.
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Figure 18. We show the quiescent fraction of central galaxies, as in Fig-
ure 9, but for disk dominated (B/T ă 0.3) galaxies only. The shape of the
contours in this plane is similar to that of the whole central galaxy popula-
tion (left panel of Figure 9), demonstrating that the trend is not driven by
bulge-dominated galaxies.
teresting to revisit the question of whether galaxies with identical
morphological structure still show a dependence on whether they
are a central or satellite galaxy. We do this by creating a randomly
matched sample of satellite galaxies, that has the same abundance
as central galaxies at every M˚, Re and B{T . We then recreate the
quenching efficiency plot shown in Figure 11, but where the com-
parison is now made between populations that are structurally sim-
ilar, in Figure 20. The result is almost unchanged, and shows that
quenching efficiency is almost always positive, and still reaches a
localized maximum of„ 0.7 at the same region of parameter space.
It is remarkable that Figure 20 shows that satellite quenching
efficiency is certainly not a function of stellar mass alone. In fact,
it reaches a maximum value in the same localized region where
there is an excess of satellite galaxies, relative to the number of cen-
trals (Figure 6). It is possible that this is a coincidence, and satellite
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Figure 19. The fraction of satellite galaxies is shown as a function of M˚
and bulge fraction. Relative to central galaxies, satellites are more common
at low masses, 9 ă M˚{M@ ă 9.5, and intermediate bulge fractions,
0.3 ă B{T ă 0.7.
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Figure 20. The quenching efficiency is shown as a function ofM˚ andRe,
for a sample in which the M˚-Re-B/T distribution is forced to be the same
for the central and satellite galaxies. This still reaches a localized maximum
of „ 0.7, for galaxies with logpM˚{M@q „ 9.4 and Re „ 1 kpc.
galaxies just happen to most commonly have a structure for which
quenching efficiency is high. On the other hand, if we dismiss the
possibility that this is a coincidence, it implies that satellite quench-
ing must be accompanied by a change in structure; as star formation
shuts down, galaxies migrate toward that region of M˚, Re, B{T
space where most satellite galaxies are found. In this case, quench-
ing efficiency does not have the physical meaning that we ascribed
to it, since satellite galaxies are not being compared with their right-
ful, central progenitors. For satellites moreso than centrals, it may
also be the case that the stellar mass changes during the quenching
process; this would considerably complicate the analysis.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used a sample of 471,554 galaxies at 0.01 ă z ă 0.2 se-
lected from the SDSS DR7, to examine how the fraction of qui-
escent galaxies depends upon stellar mass, effective radius, bulge
fraction, and whether a galaxy is central or satellite in the group cat-
alogue of Yang et al. (2012). We use the GIM2D parametric fits of
Simard et al. (2011) to determine the circular half-light radius (Re)
of all galaxies in the sample, and the specific star formation rates
and stellar masses of Brinchmann et al. (2004) to classify galax-
ies as active (on the star–forming main sequence) or quiescent. We
make the following observations:
(i) The fraction of quiescent galaxies is a steeper function of
M˚/Re and M˚/R2e than it is of stellar mass alone. This confirms
the findings of many other authors (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2006;
Franx et al. 2008; Wake et al. 2012a,b; Cheung et al. 2012).
(ii) The quiescent fraction of satellite galaxies is always higher
than that of central galaxies, except perhaps at the highest masses
where almost all galaxies are quenched centrals. Thus a galaxy’s
status as satellite or central in its halo plays a role in its evolu-
tion. The quenching efficiency (Peng et al. 2010), which attempts
to quantify the fraction of satellite galaxies that had their star for-
mation quenched as a satellite, is „ 40 per cent, approximately
independent of stellar mass for M˚ ą 109M@.
(iii) We presented the quiescent fraction of central galaxies as
function of both M˚ and Re in Figure 10. This representation
makes it clear that the fraction does not depend on stellar mass
alone, and that over most of the parameter space it appears to de-
pend most strongly on „M˚/R1.5e .
(iv) We showed that the quiescent fraction of central galaxies
correlates strongly with B{T in a simple way that largely accounts
for the more complex dependence on Re. Galaxies with more than
40 per cent of their light in a bulge component are almost all qui-
escent, and galaxies less massive than M˚ “ 109M@ are almost
all forming stars. Otherwise, the quiescent fraction increases mono-
tonically with increasing B/T at fixed M˚.
(v) The quenching efficiency is highest for galaxies with 109 ă
M˚ ă 1010 M@ and 10´0.2 ă Re ă 100.2 kpc (Figure 11), but ap-
pears roughly constant above a certain threshold when taken solely
as a function of M˚, M˚/Re, or M˚/R2e.
(vi) There are structural differences between satellite and central
galaxies, such that, at a given stellar mass, satellite galaxies tend to
have smallerRe and more light in a bulge component. The fraction
of satellites is greatest (at about 50 per cent) for galaxies with 9.0 ă
logpM˚{M@q ă 10.0, and Re ă 2kpc. Even after accounting for
this difference by matching central and satellite galaxies to have the
same M˚, Re, and B/T, the quenching efficiency remains positive
at all masses, and reaches a maximum of 70 per cent for galaxies
with logpM˚{M@q „ 9.4 and Re „1 kpc.
For central galaxies, it is appealing to consider a probability of
star formation activity ending that depends on their internal struc-
ture. In particular the strong correlation between quiescent fraction
and B{T points to the dominance of a central bulge component
as the driving parameter. We showed that, amongst star–forming
central galaxies with M˚ ă 1011M@, the average sSFR decreases
with increasing M˚{Re, qualitatively suporting a picture in which
the presence of a bulge reduces the sSFR and increases the proba-
bility of being quenched. Alternatively, the data could be explained
if the probability of quenching depends only on M˚, but is accom-
panied by a change in structure, with Re shrinking by a factor „ 2
due to the increased prominence of a bulge when star formation is
terminated.
For satellite galaxies, that fact that the quenching efficiency is
a maximum for the same combination of M˚ and Re at which the
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satellite fraction itself peaks almost certainly means that their Re,
and perhaps their mass, changes upon quenching.
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APPENDIX A: APPROPRIATE CHOICE OF EFFECTIVE
RADIUS
Simard et al. (2011) provide several different measures of galaxy
radius, for each of the three types of model fits described in § 2.2.
First, radii measured from the r´ and g´band images are pro-
vided; we use the r´band values as more representative of the
stellar mass distribution. Secondly, in addition to the circularized
half-light ratio determined from curve-of-growth analysis, the cat-
alogue provides the semi-major axis, computed from the model
bulge and disk components as if their own semi-major axes were
aligned. The more physical option is not trivial to determine. For
disk-dominated galaxies, where the ellipticity is driven by inclina-
tion, the semi-major axis (independent of inclination for thin, cir-
cular disks) is probably the best choice. However, for intrinsically
elliptical galaxies the measured semi-major axis depends upon un-
known orientation angle and is not always physically interesting.
We choose to use the circularized half-light radius because of its
simplicity and the fact that it is commonly used amongst other ob-
servers. We show below that our results are not particularly sensi-
tive to this choice (see Figure A4).
The most critical decision to be made was which of the three
model fits to use. Simard et al. (2011) use an F-test to determine
which model best fits the data. From these, they provide two pa-
rameters, PpS and Pn4, which respectively give the probability that
a bulge ` disk decomposition is not needed (compared to a pure
Se´rsic model) and the probability that a free n bulge` disk decom-
position is not needed (compared to an n = 4 bulge ` disk model).
We take their recommendation of setting a threshold value for PpS
and Pn4 of 0.32 (1σ) for distinguishing which model fits best. Us-
ing this criteria, 74% of galaxies are best fit by a pure Se´rsic model
(PpS ą 0.32), 17% of galaxies are best fit by a de Vaucouleurs (n
“ 4) bulge` disk (PpS ď 0.32 and Pn4 ą 0.32), and only 9% were
best fit by free n bulge ` disk (PpS ď 0.32 and Pn4 ď 0.32).
We divided our galaxy sample into three subsets depending
on which model fits best, and examined how the circularized radii
depend on the choice of model for each subset, as a function of the
stellar mass of the galaxy. We further consider active and quiescent
galaxies separately, since they have fundamentally different rela-
tions between mass and size. To quantify this comparison, for each
galaxy type, and for 1 dex wide bins in logpM˚{M@q, we compare
the radius measured from one fit against each of the other two, and
consider trends in bias and scatter.
The results are summarized in Figure A1, where each point
indicates the median difference between two radius measure-
ments (on the x-axis) and the rms scatter in that difference
(y-axis). Different symbols distinguish between active/quiescent
galaxies (blue/red colours), different stellar masses (open, filled,
and outlined-filled symbols ranging from low to high mass), and
which radii are being compared (triangles, squares and circles as
described in the legend). In each panel, the comparisons are re-
stricted to the subsample in which one of the three models is the
statistically preferred fit, as indicated in the plot titles.
The first general point to make is that in all cases the average
difference between two measurements of logpReq is ă 0.08, and
the rms scatter is ă 0.12; this is small relative to all the trends we
consider and we can expect none of our results will be sensitive to
the choice of radius, as we show explicitly below. Moreover, the
fits from the simplest, pure Se´rsic model and those with the most
complex, free-n bulge` disk decomposition model, give very sim-
ilar results for Re, with a median difference of À 0.2 and an rms
scatter of À 0.06. This is true regardless of which fit is statisti-
cally preferred. The biggest differences are observed between the
radius inferred from the n “ 4 bulge ` disk decomposition model
(Rn4) and either of the other two (RpS , triangles or Rfn, squares).
This is most pronounced for the more massive galaxies (outlined,
filled points) and is again not very dependent on which model fit is
actually preferred.
In Figure A2 we show the quiescent fraction of central galax-
ies, and the quenching efficiency, where the effective radius is mea-
sured from the pure, Se´rsic model circularized radii. This can be
compared with our results presented in Figures 9 (left) and 11. Sim-
ilarly, Figure A3 shows the result when the effective radius is mea-
sured from the n“ 4 bulge + disk model fit. It is evident from these
figures that none of our conclusions are dependent on the choice of
Re. The main difference is apparent in the behaviour of the largest
(Re ą 10kpc), most massive (M˚ ą 1010.5M@) central galaxies,
and these are rare (c.f. Figure 4).
Finally, in Figure A4 we show the same results computed for
our fiducial model choice (free-n bulge + disk decomposition), but
where we use the semi-major axis rather than the circularized half-
light radius. Again the results are almost unchanged, apart from the
most massive, largest galaxies.
In summary, the measurement of half-light radius is not
strongly dependent on the model choice. The main results of this
paper are that the contours of quiescent fraction followM˚ 9R1.5e
over most of the parameter space, and that the quenching efficiency
is not uniform, but peaks at masses and sizes where satellites are
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure A1. Each point in these three plots represents a comparison between logRe inferred from two model fits to a particular subpopulation of galaxies. The
median offset between the two measured is shown on the x-axis, and the rms scatter is given on the y-axis. The legend at the right summarizes the different point
styles. Red and blue represent quiescent and active galaxies, respectively. The symbol style (open, filled, or filled with a black outline) represents galaxies of
increasing stellar mass (see green points in the legend for mass ranges). The point shape indicates which two radii are being compared; the choices, increasing
from simplest to most complex model, are RpS for a pure Se´rsic fit, Rn4 for a bulge` disk decomposition with the bulge index fixed to n “ 4, and Rfn for
a bulge ` disk decomposition model in which the bulge index n is a free parameter. The left panel shows galaxies for which a pure Se´rsic model provides a
good fit to the data; the middle panel shows those for which a n “ 4 bulge component is required, and the right panel is restricted to the 9 per cent of galaxies
for which the free-n bulge` disk decomposition model is required. In all cases the radii compare well, relative to the sizes of the trends in logRe we consider
in this paper. The largest offsets and variances are seen for the n “ 4 models, particularly at high masses.
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Figure A2. The quiescent fraction of central galaxies (left), and the quenching efficiency (right), are shown as a function of stellar mass M˚ and pure Se´rsic
model circularized radius RpS,c. These compare well with our fiducial results, presented in Figures 9 (left) and 11.
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Figure A3. As Figure A2, but where the y-axis is the circularized radius from the nb “4 bulge ` disk decomposition, Rn4,c.
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Figure A4. As Figure A2, but where the y-axis is the semi-major axis from our fiducial model (free´n bulge ` disk decomposition model), Rfn,sma.
most common. These results are completely unchanged when dif-
ferent choices of Re are made.
APPENDIX B: STELLAR MASS, INFERRED VELOCITY
DISPERSION AND SURFACE DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
We start by showing the distribution of sSFR as a function of in-
ferred velocity dispersion M˚/Re and surface density M˚/R2e, in
Figure B1. The bimodality seen in Figure 2 is readily apparent in
these presentations, as well. Since our division between quiescent
and active galaxies is weakly dependent on stellar mass, it does not
correspond to a line in these figures.
We use the definition of central and satellite galaxy from Yang
et al. (2009), but our choice of active and quiescent is different from
theirs. Thus, to enable comparison we show the stellar mass func-
tions for the subpopulations considered in this paper, in Figure B2.
These are compared with the Schechter function fits provided by
Yang et al. (2009). We closely recover the total mass function of
centrals and satellites reported by Yang et al. (2009). However, by
basing our definition of quiescence on sSFR rather than colour only,
we reduce the number of low-mass, quiescent galaxies.
It is also instructive to see the number density functions for the
inferred velocity dispersion (Figure B3) and surface density (Fig-
ure B4). In each case we separate the population into centrals and
satellites, and into active and quiescent galaxies. Note that the com-
pleteness limits of these samples are not trivial to determine, as they
are partly limited by the resolution limit of SDSS. Figure 4 shows
that the abundance of active galaxies is maximal near the limits of
the survey (M˚ “ 108M@ and Re “ 0.3 kpc) and thus the sam-
ple may not be purely mass-limited. As lines of constant M˚{R2e
lie nearly parallel to the star–forming galaxy relation, this means
we may only be strictly mass-limited for the highest- and lowest-
surface brightnesses.
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Figure B1. The correlation between sSFR and inferred velocity dispersion (left), and surface density (right) are shown as contours representing the weighted
data distribution. The bimodality of the population is apparent in both cases.
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Figure B2. Stellar mass functions are presented for all galaxies (left), centrals (centre), and satellites (right). In each panel we show the mass function for active
galaxies (blue), and quiescent galaxies (red), and for the full population in black. Schechter function fits from Yang et al. (2009) are also shown, for comparison.
Since their classification of quiescent and active galaxies was based on a single colour, rather than SFR, our mass functions for these subpopulations differ
from theirs.
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Figure B3. Inferred Velocity Dispersion functions for all galaxies (left), centrals (centre), and satellites (right), split into all galaxies (black), active galaxies
(blue), and quiescent galaxies (red).
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Figure B4. Surface Density functions for all galaxies (left), centrals (centre), and satellites (right), split into all galaxies (black), active galaxies (blue), and
quiescent galaxies (red).
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